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Paper Bag Princess Comprehension
"A guide to better reading comprehension skills based on Sylvan's proven techniques for success. Activities,
exercises, and tips to help catch up, keep up, and get ahead."--Cover.
Have you seen Oliver K. Woodman? You'd know if you had--he's made of wood. And he's on a spectacular crosscountry journey. Folks of all sorts guide Oliver along the way and report back in letters and postcards to his friend
Uncle Ray. After all, there's a lot of road--and adventure!--between South Carolina and California. Oliver's been
spotted truckin' in Texas, riding in a Utah parade, and scaring off bears in the California redwoods. Where will he
show up next? Read the letters. Follow the map. And buckle up for a road trip you'll never forget!
Recounts the life of Margaret Knight, eventual holder of twenty patents, who fought discrimination and proved that
she was just as intelligent an inventor as a man.
It is Olivia’s birthday, and when she blows out the candles on her cake and makes a wish, she gets exactly what she
wanted—SNOW, SNOW, and MORE SNOW, even though it’s summertime. All that snow leads to too much trouble,
though, so Olivia’s parents bake her another cake so she can make a new wish that will get rid of it. But when that
wish, and the next one, and the next one lead to even more trouble what will Olivia do to solve it? Wait and see! A
new look for the Classic Munsch picture books brings all of the hyperbolic fun of Wait and See to a new generation
of young readers.
Cinder Edna
Not All Princesses Dress in Pink
The Journey Of Oliver K. Woodman
Goodbye, Vietnam
The perfect introduction to the legendary world of dragons, The Dragon Machine uses a clever mix of text and illustrations to describe how
George, a young, overlooked boy, becomes aware of dragons hiding all around him. But when it becomes apparent that they don't belong in
George's ordinary world, he endeavours to do the best for his new friends and find them the home they deserve. A heart-warming and
magical tale from award-winning illustrator, Helen Ward.
"When Mai's family discovers that Vietnam government soldiers will soon apprehend her father and grandmother, the family slips away in the
night. They trudge through the swamps of the Mekong Delta toward the sea. The gut-wrenching trip to Hong Kong is just another step toward
a new life, which the family eventually finds. Whelan's characters are distinctive, and her story is riveting, haunting, and memorable, reflecting
the human virtues of determination, hope, love, and courage in the face of the most devastating of circumstances and injustices."--Booklist.
"When Grandma asks Lincoln and Georgia to decorate the Christmas tree, she has no idea what she's getting into. Grandma is baking
Christmas cookies, so she asks Lincoln and Georgia to decorate the tree.They put on the lights, and the garlands, and the balls, and the
candy canes. Then Olivia runs upstairs and brings back a toy bird. She puts it on a branch, turns it on and it goes TWEET TWEET TWEET.
"HA!" says Lincoln "I can beat that." He runs to his room and gets his sound effects key chain, hangs it on the tree, and makes it go ZAP ZAP
ZAP. In no time the competition creates a cacophony, with the neighbour's dog and eventually both Grandma and Grandpa yelling on top of
the tree. Eventually Grandpa points out that no parents means no Christmas presents -- but the kids point out that Santa is sure to come
through for them, and they head off to go to finish off the Christmas cookies and to to bed to wait for Christmas morning."-"Narrator Polly Collier is very good. Her strong, clear voice makes her sound much like a teacher, and I appreciated her explanation to young
listeners that she would be reading the text portion of a picture book...It's a wonderful book, full of interesting trivia..." - AudioFile
Pyjama Day!
Dream March: Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and the March on Washington
The Pumpkin Book
In the Bag!
Rosie Revere, Engineer

Do not feed the animals, the notice board said. But Mr McGee had a big bag of bread.
Share in the fun as Mr McGee sets out to feed the animals in the zoo, and meets one very
hungry crocodile.
In the village of Giant's Hand Jack's grandfather has been pushing him to find a princess
and get married, so when a young lady falls out of the sky wearing a shirt that says
"Punk Princess," and she tells Jack that her grandmother, who looks suspiciously like the
long-missing Snow White, has been kidnapped, Jack decides to help her.
When no one is watching, it's easy to be brave -- to dance and sing, growl and cheer. But
when everyone's watching, this book's shy young narrator finds it far easier to hide.
With her best friend, Loretta, though, she doesn't feel shy, embarrassed, awkward, or odd
-- not one bit. Together they're like two peas in a pod, whether anyone's watching or
not. Any readers who have felt shy will certainly recognize themselves within the pages
of this adorable book, which will encourage even the most timid of audiences with its
celebration of the value of a good friend. Watch the trailer:
Kristen's mommy brings the new baby home - but it's an ALLIGATOR BABY! How is Kristen
going to get her real baby brother back?
Breadcrumbs
When No One is Watching
Snowflakes Fall
Raising Dragons
Wait and See
Friends every day Good friends like Frog and Toad enjoy spending their days together.
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They fly kites, celebrate Toad's birthday, and share the shivers when one of them tells a
scary story. Here are five funny stories that celebrate friendship all day, every day.
Each day, Rusty feeds a dog that's left chained in the frigid weather with no shelter and
no food or water. When he realizes that the dog's been injured, Rusty and his friend
Andrew unchain the dog and take it. Are they stealing, or are they rescuing a dog in
need? With the dog living in their secret hideout, the boys face multiple challenges,
including a mysterious ghost dog that tries to lead them to a startling secret, Andrew's
snoopy sister, and the escalating threats of the dog's abusive owner. The fast-paced
suspense builds to a surprising conclusion, which will leave young readers cheering for
Rusty's compassion and determination.
Mr. Hood's Holiday House has stood for a thousand years, welcoming countless children
into its embrace. It is a place of miracles, a blissful rounds of treats and seasons,
where every childhood whim may be satisfied... There is a price to be paid, of course,
but young Harvey Swick, bored with his life and beguiled by Mr. Hood's wonders, does not
stop to consider the consequences. It is only when the House shows it's darker face —
when Harvey discovers the pitiful creatures that dwell in its shadows — that he comes to
doubt Mr. Hood's philanthropy. The House and its mysterious architect are not about to
release their captive without a battle, however. Mr. Hood has ambitious for his new
guest, for Harvey's soul burns brighter than any soul he has encountered in a thousand
years...
In Snowflakes Fall, Newbery Medalist Patricia MacLachlan and award-winning artist Steven
Kellogg portray life’s natural cycle: its beauty, its joy, and its sorrow. Together, the
words and pictures offer the promise of renewal that can be found in our lives—snowflakes
fall, and return again as raindrops so that flowers can grow. MacLachlan and Kellogg, who
are longtime friends, were moved to collaborate on a message of hope for children and
their families following the tragic events in Sandy Hook, Connecticut, on December 14,
2012. Kellogg lived in Sandy Hook for thirty-five years—he raised his family there and
was an active member of the community. With Snowflakes Fall, they have created a truly
inspiring picture book that is both a celebration of life and a tribute to the qualities
that make each individual unique. In honor of the community of Sandy Hook and Newtown,
Random House, the publisher of Snowflakes Fall, has made a donation to the Sandy Hook
School Support Fund. Random House is also donating 25,000 new books to the national
literacy organization First Book in the community’s honor and in support of children
everywhere.
Jake Maddox Girl: Full Court Dreams
Emily and the Dragon
Mr McGee and the Big Bag of Bread
The Princess and the Dragon
Lost and Found
Introduce children to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., the civil rights movement, and the historic march on
Washington with this inspiring biography! Young readers can now learn about one of the greatest civil
rights leaders of all time, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in this Level 3 Step into Reading Biography
Reader. Set against Dr. King’s historic march on Washington in the summer of 1963, a moving story and
powerful illustrations combine to illuminate not only one of America’s most celebrated leaders, but also
one of America’s most celebrated moments. Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow
plots about popular topics. Perfect for children who are ready to read on their own.
On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the thought that other people have
bad days too.
The famous Cinderella and her neighbor Cinder Edna each worked sunup to sundown for their wicked
stepmother and stepsisters. But while Cinderella had the good fortune to be rescued by her fairy
godmother, Edna was strong, self-reliant, spunky--and she lived happier ever after! "Nicely
executed....This Cinderella send-up is full of kid-pleasing jokes."--Publisher's Weekly.
From the illustrator of the #1 smash The Day the Crayons Quit comes another bestseller--a giggleinducing tale of everything tossed, thrown, and hurled in order to free a kite! When Floyd's kite gets
stuck in a tree, he's determined to get it out. But how? Well, by knocking it down with his shoe, of
course. But strangely enough, it too gets stuck. And the only logical course of action . . . is to throw
his other shoe. Only now it's stuck! Surely there must be something he can use to get his kite unstuck.
An orangutan? A boat? His front door? Yes, yes, and yes. And that's only the beginning. Stuck is Oliver
Jeffers' most absurdly funny story since The Incredible Book-Eating Boy. Childlike in concept and
vibrantly illustrated as only Oliver Jeffers could, here is a picture book worth rescuing from any tree.
The Antlered Ship
Margaret Knight Wraps It Up
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day
Alligator Baby
Leveled Books (K-8)

It's Pyjama Day, so Andrew brings his perfect new set to school. But these jammies might be a
little TOO perfect . . .
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A farmer's young daughter shares numerous adventures with the dragon that she raises from
infancy.
The Paper Bag Princess
When Duncan arrives at school one morning, he finds a stack of letters, one from each of his
crayons, complaining about how he uses them. Kids can imagine their own conversations with
crayons with this picture book by Daywalt and "New York Times"-bestselling illustrator Jeffers.
Full color.
The Day the Crayons Quit
Grandpa's Teeth
David's Father
Sounds Like Christmas
Matching Texts to Readers for Effective Teaching
At last — Canada's favourite storyteller takes on Canada's most beloved pastime! Ciara is tired of hauling her
hockey gear across town to play on the rink. It makes no sense—there is a perfectly good frozen river in her own
backyard! But her dad says it's too jagged, and her mom says it's too bumpy, and her older sisters don't see why
she can't keep going all the way across town, just like they did. But Ciara won't let anybody stop her. And with a
little help from the neighbourhood, she knows that her team, the River Rink Rats, will finally win a game on their
own brand new rink. In classic Robert Munsch style, this warm fun story of community and hockey takes a
hilarious turn. With the excitement and pace of a real hockey match, the River Rink Rats play their final game on
their new rink. The pressure is on; the crowd is watching; Ciara has the puck; the crowd keeps watching; the ice
starts to...CRACK!; Ciara keeps playing; the ice starts to drift; the crowd starts running; Ciara shoots to SCORE
and— You can be sure that no matter how the game ends, there will be hot chocolate! This ebook features readalong narration by the author.
"Help, I've been robbed! It'sth a disthasthter!" Grandpa's teeth, handmade by the finest Swiss craftsman, are
gone -- stolen from his bedside table! Grandpa suspects anyone who doesn't smile widely enough to prove that
their teeth are their own. Soon everyone in town is smiling -- all the time -- and their ghastly grins are
frightening the tourists away. Can the culprit be caught before the whole town cracks up Popular Australion
cartoonist Rod Clement, illustrator of Edward The Emu and Edwina The Emu by Sheena Knowles, has created a
rollicking whodunit with a surprise ending that will have readers grinning from ear to ear. 00-01 CA Young
Reader Medal Masterlist
When a princess who behaves like a dragon meets a dragon who behaves like a princess, who knows what will
happen! This is suitable for discussion of preconceptions and gender roles.
Three princesses are looking for their paths in life.
The Paper Bag Princess
Half Upon a Time
Stuck
Paper Bag Princess - Literature Kit Gr. 1-2
4th-Grade Reading Comprehension Success
Celebrate girl power in this exuberant, mischievously illustrated picture book that shows little princesses that they can be whoever they want to be! Not
all princesses dress in pink. Some play in bright red socks that stink, blue team jerseys that don’t quite fit, accessorized with a baseball mitt, and a
sparkly crown! Princesses come in all kinds. Some jump in mud puddles and climb trees, play sports and make messes—all while wearing their tiaras!
Not every girl has a passion for pink, but all young ladies will love this empowering affirmation of their importance and unlimited potential.
Last year, Annie didn't make the basketball team. But this year there's a new coach, and Annie's been practicing her heart out. Annie is determined to
make the team this year, and she isn't going to let anything stand in her way!
In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we feature ready-to-use information and activities for beginning readers. We include activities in
language, reading comprehension and writing that focus on phonics, word study, comprehension, writing, and reading response. Start off an open
discussion with the Before You Read discussion questions. Then, read the story out loud as you use the As You Read questions to engage the students in
the story. Follow-up with the After You Read questions to see if the students have comprehended the story. Also included are writing tasks, graphic
organizers, comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and analysis of
the text. About the Novel: This is the story of Princess Elizabeth who is in love with Prince Ronald and they plan to soon marry. One day, a terrible
dragon smashes Elizabeth’s castle, burns her clothes and disappears with her Prince Ronald. Everything is burnt, so she wears a paper bag and sets off
to go get him. She outwits the dragon by challenging him. Exhausted by all the activity, the dragon falls fast asleep. Elizabeth steps over the dragon,
goes into the cave and rescues Prince Ronald. Astonished by his reaction, she tells him his clothes are pretty and his hair is tidy, but in fact he’s a bum.
They don’t get married after all. All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.
An inquisitive fox sets off on a seafaring voyage with a crew of deer and pigeons in this enchanting tale of friendship and adventure. Marco the fox has
a lot of questions, like: how deep does the sun go when it sinks into the sea? And why do birds have such lizardy feet? But none of the other foxes share
his curiosity. So when a magnificent ship adorned with antlers and with a deer for a captain arrives at the dock looking for a crew, Marco volunteers,
hoping to find foxes who are as inquisitive as he is that can answer his questions. The crew finds adventure and intrigue on their journey. And, at last,
Marco finds the answer to his most important question of all: What's the best way to find a friend you can talk to?
The Three Princesses
Ghost Dog Secrets
The Dragon Machine
Just One Goal!
The Thief of Always

A stunning modern-day fairy tale from acclaimed author Anne Ursu Once upon a time, Hazel
and Jack were best friends. But that was before he stopped talking to her and disappeared
into a forest with a mysterious woman made of ice. Now it's up to Hazel to go in after him.
Inspired by Hans Christian Andersen's "The Snow Queen," Breadcrumbs is a story of the
struggle to hold on, and the things we leave behind.
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From the illustrator of the #1 smash hit The Day The Crayons Quit comes a humorously warm
tale of friendship. Now also an animated TV special! What is a boy to do when a lost penguin
shows up at his door? Find out where it comes from, of course, and return it. But the journey
to the South Pole is long and difficult in the boy’s rowboat. There are storms to brave and
deep, dark nights.To pass the time, the boy tells the penguin stories. Finally, they arrive. Yet
instead of being happy, both are sad. That’s when the boy realizes: The penguin hadn’t been
lost, it had merely been lonely. A poignant, funny, and child-friendly story about friendship
lost . . . and then found again.
Discusses the use of leveled texts in kindergarten through eighth-grade classrooms, examines
the "text base" needed for effective language literacy instruction, provides guidelines for
creating a high-quality leveled book collection and matching books to readers, and explains
how to analyze and level books.
Can a girl be a dragon hunter? Emily thinks so, even if her brother Jack does not! Emily and
her pet chicken, Egg, set off into the Dark Old Forest to prove that anyone can do whatever
they set their hearts to.
Days with Frog and Toad
Princess Elizabeth is beautiful and rich and about to marry Prince Ronald. That is, until a dragon destroys her castle, burns all her
clothes and carries off her prince But Elizabeth's not easily beaten and sets off to get Ronald back.
Julie thinks her new neighbors must be very scary because all the stuff being moved into their house is enormous. Then she meets
David and finds out that he's just a normal, regular boy. But when David's father calls him for supper the sound makes Julie jump
in the air, run in a circle three times, run home and lock herself in her room until it is time for breakfast the next day. Could David's
father be a giant? A newly designed Classic Munsch picture book introduces this tall tale about facing your fears to a new
generation of young readers.
New York Times Bestseller Rosie may seem quiet during the day, but at night she’s a brilliant inventor of gizmos and gadgets who
dreams of becoming a great engineer. When her great-great-aunt Rose (Rosie the Riveter) comes for a visit and mentions her one
unfinished goal—to fly—Rosie sets to work building a contraption to make her aunt’s dream come true. But when her contraption
doesn’t fly but rather hovers for a moment and then crashes, Rosie deems the invention a failure. On the contrary, Aunt Rose
insists that Rosie’s contraption was a raging success: you can only truly fail, she explains, if you quit. From the powerhouse
author-illustrator team of Iggy Peck, Architect comes Rosie Revere, Engineer, another charming, witty picture book about believing
in yourself and pursuing your passion. Ada Twist, Scientist, the companion picture book featuring the next kid from Iggy Peck's
class, is available in September 2016.!--?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /-- Praise for
Rosie Revere, Engineer"Comically detailed mixed-media illustrations that keep the mood light and emphasize Rosie’s creativity at
every turn."—Publishers Weekly "The detritus of Rosie’s collections is fascinating, from broken dolls and stuffed animals to nails,
tools, pencils, old lamps and possibly an erector set. And cheddar-cheese spray." —Kirkus Reviews "This celebration of creativity
and perseverance is told through rhyming text, which gives momentum and steady pacing to a story, consistent with the
celebration of its heroine, Rosie. She’s an imaginative thinker who hides her light under a bushel (well, really, the bed) after being
laughed at for one of her inventions." —Booklist Award 2013 Parents' Choice Award - GOLD 2014 Amelia Bloomer Project List
ReadBoston's Best Read Aloud Book
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